SPECIAL COURSES

For full course descriptions please consult the COURSE DIRECTORY

Courses marked with an asterisk (*) may only be selected as first or second preference on your Choice Forms

HS3145/46: The Causes and Consequences of the Fall of Constantinople, 1453
HS3150/51: Heresy, Crusade and Inquisition in Southern France, c.1140-1300
HS3251/52: Modernity and the Victorians: The Intellectual Response
HS3257/58: Berlin: A European Metropolis in the Twentieth Century
HS3287/88: Stalinism
HS3296/97: Christians and Pagans from Constantine to Augustine (AD 306-430)
HS3298/99: Representing Authority from Henry VII to Charles II
*HS3350/51: The Age of Terror: Terrorism from 1945-Present
HS3363/64: Photography, Film and British Society 1850-1965
HS3367/68: Malcolm X and African American Islam
HS3371/72: The Bomb - A History: Atomic Weaponry and Society in the C20th Century
HS3376/77: Drawing the Line: Independence, Partition, and the Making of India and Pakistan
HS3380/81: Villa, Domus and Palace: Domestic Space and Social Identity in the Roman World
HS3382/83: Union and Emancipation: The American Civil War
HS3384/85: The Death of God: From the Enlightenment to Psychoanalysis
*HS3404/05: Holocaust Witnessing
HS3406/07: From Inverts to Perverts: British Queer History, 1885 – Present